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Abstract

The collisionless drift wave instability driven by an

electron temperature inhomogeneity (electron temperature

gradient instability) and the enhanced transport processes

associated with it are studied using a two-and-a-half

dimensional particle simulation code.

The simulation results show that quasilinear diffusion

in phase space is an important mechanism for the saturation

of the electron temperature gradient instability. Also,

the instability yields particle fluxes toward the hot plasma

regions. The heat conductivity of the electron temperature

perpendicular to the magnetic field, T i , is not reduced by

magnetic shear but remains high, whereas the heat conductivity

of the parallel temperature, T , is effectively reduced,
S"

and the instability stabilized.



1. Introduction

Low frequency drift wave instabilities are believed to be

instrumental in causing the anomalously rapid loss of particles

and heat in magnetically confined plasmas which cannot be

explained by the classical theory of plasma transport.

Drift wave instabilities are driven by a spatial

inhomogeneity in the density or temperature profile, un-

avoidable in a plasma confined by a magnetic field. These

instabilities appear in a plasma depending on the values of

various parameters such as collision frequency, 6 (ratio of

plasma pressure to magnetic pressure), the current carried in

the plasma, n = d£nT/d£n n, and the ion Larmor radius. '

The collisionless low-g drift-wave instability produced only

by the density gradient together with the effects of finite

ion Larmor radius, which is called the universal instability,

has been investigated theoretically by many authors. ' '

Recently the universal instability (nonuniform density, uniform

temperature) was studied by means of particle simulation.

However, if a plasma is nonuniform in temperature, as is

always the case with a. magnetically confined plasma, we have

other types of drift wave instabilities: the electron and

ion temperature gradient instabilities. These two insta-

bilities may be important mechanisms for anomalous heat

transport. There are few experiments which have investigated

the temperature gradient instabilities and the enhanced

transport associated with them. On the other hand, particle

simulation is a powerful tool to understand the nonlinear

behavior of the drift wave instability and the contribution
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of each instability to particle and heat transport processes.

In this paper, we report on a numerical study of the

nonlinear development of the electron temperature gradient

instability and its associated plasma transport in a low-(3,

collisionless plasma, using an electrostatic particle simula-

tion code. In Sec.II, we give a brief summary of drift wave

instabilities in an electrostatic (zero-8) plasma with

temperature and density gradients, using the local approxima-

tion. In Sec.Ill, the simulation model used in this paper

is described. In Sec.IV and Sec.V, results of computer

simulations without and with shear are shown. A summary and

discussion of the results are given Sec.VI.

II. Drift-Wave Instability due to Temperature Gradients

It is well-known that when a collisionless low-0 plasma

has density gradients transverse to the magnetic field, there

exists a low-frequency instability, called the universal

instability, in the range v. <<(o/k << v , u «ti • . Here v ,
i z e x e

v. are the electron and ion thermal velocities, u is the

eigenfrequency of the instability, k is the wave number along
z

to the magnetic field, and ft. is the ion gyrofrequency. As

k increases, the universal mode is stabilized to become an
z
ion sound wave, (w/k )2=T /m. [Curve(1) in Fig.(ll-l)]. In

Z S I
the range cu/k >> v , v. another low frequency (to <<&.)z e l I

electrostatic wave exists whose dispersion relation is (u/k ) z

z
= sr ( 1 " e~z± 1o(zi))~1' w h e r e z i = k-i2pi ' J

o
 i s t h e
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modified Bessel function of zeroth order, k± is the transverse

wave number, and p. is the ion Larmor radius. This wave is
o \

called the electron sound wave and is stable in a plasma

with nonuniform density but uniform temperature [Curve(2) of

Fig.(II-l)J.

However, if a plasma has a temperature inhomogeneity, new

types of instabilities arise associated with the ion sound

branch (ion temperature gradient instability) and the electron

sound branch (electron temperature gradient instability) by

the resonant interaction between particles and waves. To

see this, let us consider the dispersion relation for the

collisionless drift wave in the local approximation, following

Kadomtsev and Pogutse :

e(k,«) - ^ - { 1 " ^ A y ? +AyiZ(y±)[l - ^

Ta m_ 0. dx "a ™ na '

ya = <»^kzva), va = (2 T a/m a)
l / 2, a = e, i

A = e~zi To(z±) , A = z±a - I1(zi)/Io(zi)).

I , I, are the modified Bessel functions of zeroth and first

1 (°° -t2
order, respectively; 2(Y) = e /(t-y)dt is the plasma

I/TT J
* -co
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9)
dispersion function ; and r\ = d £nT /dlnn (where we assume

n = n. = n for simplicity).

In Eq. (2-1), we assume a uniform magnetic field along the

z-direction, B = (0, 0, B), with the density and temperature

varying in the x-direction, and electrostatic perturbations

(zero-@). We also assume that the electron Larmor radius is

negligibly small.

We first seek for the stability limit of the instability

in the range v >> w/k a. v., i.e., the ion temperature
6 Z 1

gradient instability. Since w/k_ << v , the electrons set
z e

up a Boltzmann distribution, and the dispersion relation can

be approximated as

T. a)* , d) * . u*
1 + ~ - —-p=- A y.2 + Ay.Z(yj) [1 - — — + -(A + j - y.2 )

e

(2-2)

Ws look at the marginal stability case, Jm u> = 0, and separate the

real and imaginary parts of Eq. (2-2). I t follows that, on

the boundary of the instabil i ty, the frequency and the wave

number k are given by - h
Ti 1 + T±/Te - A

V » * > 2 =1 1 1 + T./T 1 + T./T - A

This drift wave propagates in the direction of the ion

diamagnetic velocity caused by the ion temperature gradient.

Waves whose wavenumber k are smaller than that given by

Eq.(2-3) grow by resonant interaction with the ion velocity
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distribution.

We next seek for the stability limit of the electron

temperature gradient instability. Treating ions as cold

because u/k >> v., we can approximate the dispersion
Z 1

relation (2-1) as

where x = z. e"21 (Ig-I..) . We look at the marginal stability

case, Imiii = 0, and separate the real and imaginary parts of

Eq. (2-4) to obtain

(2~5)

Thus the electron temperature gradient instability propagates

in the direction of the electron diamagnetic velocity due to

the electron temperature gradient. Waves whose wave number

k are smaller than that of Eg.(2-5) grow by resonant interac-

tion with the electron particle velocity distribution.

From Eq. (2-2) and Eq.(2-4), the following relations must

be satisfied for oscillations to become unstable:

° r n < ° (2"6)

for the ion temperature gradient instability, and

Ti

n > -TJ 21 ' or n < 0 (2-7)

— 2 " ? + -
T 1 - A + 2
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for the electron temperature gradient instability. Thus if

the temperature gradient VT/T is larger than the density

gradient Vn/n , which can occur, when the temperature peaks

in the center of the plasma or when the periphery of the

plasma is cooled by the wall, both the electron and ion

temperature instabilities can be excited in the plasma.

In Fig.(TI-2), we illustrate the dispersion map in the

complex to-plane for several values of the parameter z.

for the case of T/T. = 1, m./m = 184 0, and 1/n = 0 (that
G 1 IS

is, uniform density, nonuniform temperature). The disper-

sion curve in the region R o)/u_ > 0 represents the electron
*

temperature gradient instability, and R u/u _ < 0, the

ion temperature gradient instability. The intersection of

the dispersion curve and the real axis gives the stability

limit which is given by Eg.(2-3) or Eq.(2-5) for l/n=0.

Fig.(II-2) shows that the ion temperature gradient has a

broad unstable region in k :u/k Mf.. Hence, it will be
Z Z 1

difficult to stabilize the ion temperature gradient instability
2) 8)

by means of magnetic shear . On the other hand, the

electron temperature gradient instability will be relatively

easily stabilized by shear, but. has a large growth rate in

comparison with the ion temperature gradient instability

for a uniform magnetic field.

* As a numerical example, n >_2 for the ion temperature
gradient instability for the case of Z.<<1, and n>2
for the electron temperature gradient instability for
the case of z.>> 1.



In this paper, we study the nonlinear behavior of the

electron temperature instability and the resultant anomalous

plasma transport using a two-and-a-half dimensional electro-

static particle simulation model.

III. The Simulation Model

We consider a two-and-a-hald dimensional (x,y,v , v ,v ),
x y z

bounded plasma model as shown in Fig. (III-l) . The plasma

is nonuniform in the x-direction with prescribed gradients

in the density and/or temperature profiles and is bounded by

two conducting walls at x=0 and x=L . In the y-direction,

the plasma is uniform and is assumed periodic. An external

magnetic feild B=(0, B (x), B ) lies in the plane perpen-

dicular to the direction of inhomogeneity with B =B sin0,
z

B (x)=B[cos9 + (x-x )/I ], where 9 is the angle between the

y-direction and the uniform field for the shearless case, here
L is the shear length and x =L /2. The perturbation iss ox

assumed to be electrostatic and uniform in the z-direction

(i.e., no electric field in the z-direction), and Poisson's

equation is solved in the xy-plane shown in Fig.(III-l).

The boundary conditions on the electrostatic potential <j>

are $ (x=O)=<j> (x=L )=0, with <j> periodic in y with periodicity

length L . The reflection condition on the particles which

hit the walls is carefully handled so that the interaction

between particles and walls produces neither macroscopic

flows nor density disturbances near the walls; we adopted

the first method described in Ref.10 for this.
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The initial temperature profile used in the computer

simulation is given by

T <x)/<T > = '
a " a

- K T ( X - x Q ) , |x - xQ| 1 AT (3-1)

as shown in Fig.(III-2). The initial temperature of both

electrons and ions varies linearly with the common gradient

K_,; I is the width of the region where the plasma temperature

varies; <T > is the average temperature of electrons (a=e)

or ions (a=i). The initial density is assumed to be uniform.

The guiding centers of the particles are initially loaded on

the spatial grids according to the density and temperature

profiles. Maxwellian velocity distributions corresponding to

the local temperature were used.

The 2-1/2 dimensional dipole expansion particle code

developed to simulate an inhomogeneous bounded plasma was

used in our computer study on the drift wave instabilities.

Exact dynamics for particle pushing were used in the simula-

tion code.

The physical parameters of the computer runs were as

follows:

Mass ratio m./m = 25 ,

Temperature r a t i o T e / " r i = 2 '

Electron Debye length A = 2 . 5 ,

Electron cyclotron frequency ft /w = 3 ,

Electron Larmor radius p = 0.83 ,

Ion Larmor radius p. = 2 . 9 4 ,
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and 9=88.9°, K T=0.067 and £T=11.2.

The simulation parameters used in the runs were

System size L x L = 64 x 64 ,

Number of particles N = 2 1 5 = 32768

Average particle density n = N/(L^ x L ) = 8 ,

Plasma parameter n^2De = ^ '

The time step for pushing a particle was u At = 0.3 .

In the computer simulations, lengths and times were normalized

by the grid spacing A and the inverse of the electron plasma

freguency w , respectively.

In Fig.(III-3) we show the dispersion curve of the electron

temperature gradient instability for the previously listed

parameters at different values of z.=k^p.2. The most unstable

mode is k =ir/32 with w=0.62 w_ * = 8.9xlO~;l <o and y = 0.26UJ*

= 3.8xlO~3 u at z. = 0.09.pe l

We have confirmed that the simulated plasma is stable

against the electron temperature gradient instability when

linearly stable parameters are chosen.

IV. Simulation Results for a Uniform Magnetic Field

A. Linear behavior of the instability

We first present the results of the simulation run for

the case of uniform magnetic field. In Fig.(IV-1), to see the

entire behavior of the simulated plasma, we show contours of

the electrostatic potential, <j> (x,y) , at various times; bold

lines denote eguipotential lines on which the potential has

positive values and fine lines denote eguipotential lines on
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which the potential is negative. The potential $ (x,y) is

plotted over two periodicities in the y-direction. The

y-axis in Fig.(IV-1) is shifted as y=y -v t to eliminate

wave propagation in the y-direction, where y is the y-

coordinate of the original rest frame and v is the

measured phase velocity of the drift wave (cf. Fig.(IV-4b)).

Ihe contour map of the potential at u t=840 shows

that the instability still has not developed and that the

values of the potential remain low. However, the potential

at a) t=840 has a characteristic pattern: the potential is

negative in the region 0<x<L /2 and positive in the region

L /2<x<L and nearly uniform in the y-direction. This

pattern has nothing to do with the instability growing

after u t=840, but is due to the initial loading of the

particles and will be discussed later (cf. Fig.(IV-3c)).

At to t=2117 and ou t=2520 we see that a wave withpe pe

wave number k =ir/32 is developing. The amplitude of the

potential is high in the regions where temperature gradients

exist and is symmetric about x=L /2, indicating localiza-

tion of the instability. At u t=2755, the instability

has saturated and the symmetry of the potential has been

distorted; the positive potential regions predominate over

the negative potential regions. As the instability grows

with time, vortex patterns of EXB drift directed along the

eguipotential lines occur and become large. At <o t=2520

and a) t=2755, the regions of E*B drift range over the

whole plasma, from the high temperature regions to the low

temperature regions.
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Fig. (IV-2) displays the ion flux f. (x,y)=<nv>.

calculated by summing up the velocity of ions by the nearest

* *grid point method . r.(x,y) should be represented by the

relation

*Ti

before the instability develops, where v_. is the ion

diamagnetic velocity due to the ion temperature gradient and

e is the unit vector in the y-direction. For our simula-

tion parameters, r. = - 0.14(nv.)e (v. is the ion thermal

velocity) in the region where the temperature gradient exist.

The ion flux r. at w t=851, when the instability still does

not grow, roughly agrees with Eg.(4-1). As an electric

field develops with the instability, the ion flux is changed

from diamagnetic flow. In the final stage at as t=2741, the

main diamagnetic flow toward the negative y-direction has been

disordered, and vortex structure formed by the E x B drift

overlaps with it.

We illustrate in Fig.(IV-3) the time variation of the

mode structure of the potential <j> (x) for n=0, 1, 2 for

comparison with the linear theory of the electron temperature

gradient instability. The following relation defines (j> (x) :

<f>(x,y) = T- <tn(x)exp(ik y ) , k =27m/L (4-2)
n y ¥ x

* In Fig.(IV-2) the y-axis is shifted as in Fig.(IV-1)
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Notice that for the n=l and n=2 modes, absolute values

of the Fourier mode, \<b (x) | , are given. The zeroth mode, <j)o(x),

is the potential produced by the net charge separation which

cannot be cancelled out by summing up the charge density in

the y-direction. It is seen in Fig.(IV-3a) and Fig.(IV-3b)

that the fundamental mode (m=l) grows unstably with time and

that higher modes (n j> 2) are stable. Initially, the absolute

value of the fundamental mode, |e(|>i (x)/T | "* 1 x 10 , is

comparable to that of the stable mode, <J>2 (x) . After u t

^ 1000, the n=l mode grows, with its mode structure peaking

around x=L /2. The unstable mode saturates at u t ^ 2500

to a value |e<$>i (x)/T | ̂  0.18.

The n=0 mode, <|)o(x), has values which are not negligible

(e<J>o/T ^ ±0.06 at both the peak and the trough of <t>0(x))

and its structure is such that the potential <j>o(x) is

negative in the region x < L /2 but positive in the region

x > L /2. This is because the initial loading used in

the simulation produces a slight charge separation in the

inhomogeneous direction due to the difference between ion

12)
and electron Larmor radii . However the n=0 mode becomes

positive around x=L /2 with the growth of the fundamental

mode, (j>i(x). After saturation of the unstable mode, <j>o(x)

has a large positive peak at x = L /2 (e<(> /T % 0.2 at x=L /2)
X 0 *- X

and is negative in the high temperature regions (cf.

Fig.(IV-8)).

The unstable mode <j> i (x) was Fourier analyzed in the

x-direction, i.e., <t>i(x) = E <f>(m,l) sin k x, k =7rm/L ,
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to compare quantitatively with the linear theory. The time

evolution of the amplitude of c|){m,l) was plotted in

Fig.(IV-4a). The (1,1) mode is most unstable and grows at

a rate which is in good agreement with that obtained from

linear theory in Sec.Til. The growth of the (1,1) mode

saturates at w t ^ 2500 at |e<j>(l,l)/T I ̂  0.15. The

thermal level of this mode is | e<J> (1,1) /Te | ̂ 5 x 10

We also plotted in Fig.(IV-4b) the time evolution of the phase

of the (1,1) mode, that is, $ (t)=tan~] (Im<j> (1,1) /Reij> (1,1) ) .

we obtain the eigenfrequency of the unstable mode from the

slope of the graph given in Fig. (IV-4b) because $(t)=-(ot

if the unstable wave oscillates harmonically with the

eigenfrequency w predicted by the linear theory. It is

found that $(t) lies on straight lines and the frequency

obtained from the slope of the line is in good agreement

with that of linear theory. Furthermore, when the

amplitude of the unstable mode <j>(l,l) grows with the growth

rate predicted from linear theory, the phase of the

unstable mode varies with the frequency predicted from

linear theory. It is also found from Fig.(IV-4b) that the

frequency of the (1,1) mode changes very little after saturation.

B. Transport associated the instability

Let us now examine heat transport processes associated

with the electron temperature gradient instability. In Figs.

(IV-5), we give the internal energy profiles of the electrons

and ions at typical times of the run, normalized by those of

the initial average values. As shown in Figs.(IV-5), we

- 13 -



individually measured the relaxation of the internal energy

parallel (n T „) and perpendicular (n T ±) to the magnetic

field (a=e,i). We also show the time evolution of the

deviation of the internal energy distribution from the initial

distribution, 6 (n T ) = (n T ) - (n T ) , in Fig.(IV-6) for

the electrons and in Fig.(IV-7) for the ions, where (nT )
a o

represents the initial internal energy distribution.

At u t=851, the internal energy profiles of electronspe

and ions are little changed from the initial profiles because

the amplitude of the unstable wave is small. However, the

profiles of both electrons and ions relax as the unstable

mode grows. The relaxation takes place at around x=L /2

where the amplitude of the wave is maximum, which means

that heat flux is largest near this point. Heat transport

caused by the electron temperature gradient instability

changes both the electrons and ion energy profiles into smooth

ones which have smaller gradients, but it does not form a

plateau in them.

The perpendicular internal energy, (n T x ) , diffuses as

the instability develops, and likewise for the parallel internal

energy, {n T „), for electron and ions. Moreover it can be

seen from Figs.(IV-5, a,b) and Fig.(IV-6) that (n T )
e e^

experiences a larger relaxation than (n T ) due to the
e e(l

instability. On the other hand, for ions there is no
characteristic difference between the relaxation of (n.T. )

* X lj-
and that of (n.T. ) .

i in

* At u t=431 when the instability still has not developed, the
magnitude of the deviation of the ion energy profiles from
the initial profile is larger than that of the electron
energy profiles. This can be explained by the larger
collision frequency of ions compared to that of electrons.
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In Fig.(IV-8) we show the deviation of the electron density

from the uniform density profile, 6n (x), at several times.

As instability develops, the electron density in the hot region

increases, whereas the electron density in the cold regions

decreases; that is, particle flux in the opposite direction

of the heat flux occurs. The deviation of electron density

is maximum at |6n|/n "v 5% (n is the initial uniform density)

when the instability saturates (co t=2528) . The electron

density profile after saturation scarecely changes from the

density profile at w t=2528. The ion density behaves the

same as the electron density, but it is found that the ion

particle flux is slightly less than the electron particle

flux. There is an excess of ions in the region of x ^ L x / 2 ,

and as shown in Fig.(IV-4,c) an ambipolar field <|>u(x) positive

around the region of x ^ L /2 is produced.

In Fig.(IV-9) we show contour plots of electron velocity

distribution along the magnetic field, f (x, v,,), at the

initial time and at u> t=2741 when the instability has

saturated. The relation

1 k

x + ~ r^ v,, = const. , (4-3)
S e Xz

which is derived from the drift kinetic approximation, plays

an important role in considering drift instabilities. The

particle densities are transported along the trajectories

Eg.(4-3) in phase space. We define -8. to be the angle that

the projection of the lines of constant density make with the
-1 1 vv,, axis and also - 6t = tan ^— ^- (see Fig.IV-9a). If e, < 6 ,

6 Z
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instability results because there is a net particle flow from

vM > a>/k,, to v,, < w/k,, . The instability drastically

changes the electron velocity distribution by resonant particle

interaction. At w t=2741, the contours of the electron velocity distribution at

v,, > 0 are nearly parallel to the v,,=const. lines. This

means that 3f /8x ~ 0 near the resonant region vn=w/k,, and

that the electron temperature T n(x) becomes smooth. Moreover

the contours at vM > 0 have been packed, which indicates peaking

of the electron velocity distirbution by the emission of a

wave. ' Fig.(IV-8.b) shows that the main saturation

mechanism is guasilinear diffusion in phase space.

IV. Simulation Results for a Sheared Magnetic Field

We shall now look at the simulation results for the

electron temperature gradient instability with a sheared

magnetic field. There are few theories on shear stabilization

of electron and ion temperature gradient instabilities, ' '

in contrast with the many on the universal instability ' ''

(i.e., drift instabilities driven by the density gradients).

An important concept in considering the effects of shear

on the temperature gradient instabilities is the stability

2)limit ' discussed in Sec. (II). The stability limit for the

electron temperature gradient instability is given by

k,,ve/o)Te* = b//b + 1/2 = a

Ti \ ~ X
where b = ^ T^TT (see' E(3- (2~5)). If the magnetic is uniform,

e
the unstable region is where the electron temperature varies.

* for positive energy wave
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However, in the case of a sheared magnetic field, the unstable
*

region is limited by the condition k,, (x)ve/w T g < a (k,, (x)

=k (sine + (x + Xj)/L )); that is, the stronger the shear

becomes, the more the instability is suppressed and finally

is stabilized. For our simulation geometry and parameters,

we expect that the shear length L_ which satisfies the
*

relation k (sin0 + £_/L )v /u = a gives the criteriony. i. s e J. s

for shear stabilization. If the magnetic shear is stronger
*

than this value, then the x which satisfies k,,(x)/(jj T = a

lies in the region where the temperature varies, and the

magnetic shear will tend to stabilize the instability.

Substituting the parameters given in Sec. (II) into the

equation k (sine + Jl_/L )v /w* =a where a=b (b + i)y x s e i e /,

we obtain for the critical shear L ^ 300.
s

Shear stabilization can also be expected for the temperature

gradient instability. Since the electron temperature is

inhomogeneous in the x-direction, the electron thermal velocity •

is a function of x, that is, v (x) = (2T /m )1//2 [J.-K _,(X-X0 ) ]
1 / ' 2

e e e x
where K_ > 0 for our simulation model. Then we find

k" Ve Ts

(L sine " \ K T ) ( K " X o )

Hence a shear L < 0 gives rise to a strong shear stabilization
5

effect and a shear L > 0 a weak shear stabilization effect.

In Fig.(V-l), we show the time evolution of the amplitude of

the first Fourier mode in the y-direction |e(j>i(x)/T | for

- 17 -



L =1550 (Fig.V-l.a) and L =-1550 (Fig.V-l.b). Note that
S S

- 4 K = 0 for L = 1550. Comparing these with Fig.
Lg sine 2 "T " ̂  s

(IV-3.a) for the uniform field, we find the magnetic shear to

be stabilizing. Moreover, we also find that the instability

is suppressed more effectively for L =-1550 than for L =1550,
s s

in agreement with the earlier discussion.

In Fig.(V-2), we illustrate the simulation results for

the shear length L =800. The potential contours are shown

in Fig.(V-2.a,b), and the ion flux in Fig.(V-2,c,d). The

y-axis in Fig.(V-2) is shifted as y=y -v t, where v is the

measured phase velocity of the wave with the wave number

k =7r/32 for the case of Lg=800.

The magnetic shear stabilizes the electron temperature

gradient instability, as can be seen from comparing Figs.

(IV-1) and Fig.(IV-2). Figs.(V-2.a,b) show that an unstable

mode with wave number k =ir/32 is excited but the amplitude of

the unstable wave is much smaller than that of the unstable

mode for the shearless case. The vortex motion produced by

the E x B drift is small and is limited to a narrow range

about x ̂  L /2. Hence the patterns of ion flux are little
X

perturbed from those generated by diamagnetic flow due to

the temperature gradient.

We show in Fig.(V-3) and Fig.(V-4) the time evolution

of the deviation of internal energy profiles from initial

profiles for electrons and ions for the case L =800.
s

Comparing them with Fig.(IV-6) and Fig.(IV-7), it can be

easily seen that a sheared magnetic field reduces the heat
- 18 -



transfer for both electrons and ions. However, we see that

the relaxation of (n T ) is larger than that of (n T ),
e e i e e ii

which indicates that magnetic shear has little effect on the

reduction of heat transport for (n T ). Furthermore, there
e e_i_

is a characteristic difference in the profiles of 6(n T )
e e II

and 6(n T ). The profiles of 6(n T ) are almost anti-e ex e e x

symmetric about xo=L /2, i.e. 6(n T (xn-x) ^ -6(n T (x-x0)),
x e e t e e i

whereas |6(n T (xo-x))| > 6(n T (x-x0)) where x > x0.e e n e e „

This indicates that the electron thermal energy perpendicular

to the magnetic field which is lost in hot regions is

transfered into cold regions, but the parallel electron thermal

energy lost in hot regions is not transfered into cold regions.

On the other hand, there are no significant differences in

the relaxation of (n.T. ) and of (n.T. ). The relative large
l i,i I ij_

deviation of ion energy profiles from the initial profiles at

u t=431 is due to ion collisions,pe .

Let us now consider how to estimate quantitatively the

heat conductivity from the heat relaxation. We start from

a diffusion-type equation written in integral form:

gt , ^ dV + [ q^ dS = 0 (5-1)

where e = (n T „) or (n T x ) , and q is the heat flux
01 Ot Ot Ct Ct Ot

across the magnetic field (a = e,i); dV and dS are the volume

and surface elements. Eq.(5-1) can be rewritten in the

following form appropriate to our 2 1/2 - dimensional model,

qa(x,t) = •£• ea(x,t) , e(x,t) = eadx (5-2)
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where we assume that the heat flux at the boundary wall x=L is
X

zero: q (x=L )=0. Now Eq. (5-2) is averaged in space to take

the form q (t)= -rr "e (t) . Then we can evaluate the heat flux

averaged in space and time, q , by calculation of the gradient

of e (t) using a least squares method. e (t) can be measured

as a function of time from the data as shown in Fig.(V-3) and

Fig.(V-4). The heat conductivity Xj_ is now determined from

the definition q = - Xxn d T0(x)/dx; n is the average

particle density and T. (x) is the initial temperature. Fig. (V-5)

shows the heat conductivities x for electrons and ions

versus shear strength obtained by means of this method.

Xj_ is normalized by the Bohn diffusion coefficient
T

° D = fr — % - • X~ and xP in Fig-(V-4) denote the heat
e e — J-

conductivity for (n T ) and for (n T ), respectively,
Ct ^_i_ Ct Ot H

The classical heat conductivity may be estimated from
Ka,cl E n*a,cA * n Da,c* ' W h e r e Da,c)l i s t h e c l a s s i c a l

for particle diffusion given by ,

pe e 1 e I e pe

Here g is a numerical factor resulting from the reduction of

collisions due to using finite size particles (g=0.2 for our

— 2
simulation model). We obtain x O/

Dn ^ 10 and x- n/DD^5xl0SfCX D lCx J5

for our simulation parameters.

For the shearless case, the measured heat conductivities
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X and x- a^e about 20% and 15% of the Bohm coefficient,

respectively. The electron temperature gradient instability

gives rise to temperature relaxation of both electrons and

ions, with large heat conductivities compared to classical

values. There is a remarkable difference between the sh.̂ .ar

dependence of x and that of x • The magnitude of x?

decreases toward the classical value when the shear strength

increases, i.e., as the instability is stabilized. However,

magnetic shear cannot reduce the heat conductivity for the

electron temperature perpendicular to the magnetic field,

TT TT -p.

X . For weak shear, both x and X decrease together

with the suppresion of the instability, but x stays at
ej_

higher values than x for the same shear length. Moreover,

for L < 800(with Lm/L > 0.028), xH maintains almosts x s e t
TT

a constant value: x ^ 0.1 D . On the other hand, the ion
ej_ a

heat conductivities x - p a n d X > H are subjected to equal
ix ij_

reduction and together approach their classical values as

the shear strength increases.

In Fig.(V-6), we illustrate the shear dependence of the

heat conductivities when L_ < 0, in which case the instability
s

is more easily stabilized than in the case L > 0 already
5

discussed. As seen from Fig.(V-6), as the magnetic shear
TT

becomes strong, all heat conductivities except x_ approach
their classical values faster than when L > 0, as was expected.

s

However, it is also found from Fig.(V-6) that the electron

heat conductivity x is n°t reduced to its classical value

even by negative magnetic shear.
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In Fig. (V-7) , we show the fluctuation level of <|> (x)

(n=l,2) for L =520, in which case x is reduced to thex e x

calssical level but x has a high value. It was obtained
ex

by time averaging from ta t=520.8 to w t=2704.8. High

frequency components (côfi ) are eliminated from the original

data by taking the arithmetic average. The fluctuation of

4>i(x) around x=32 has relative higher values than that at

other regions, whereas the fluctuation of <f»2(x) has ixo

characteristic distribution. We illustrate in Fig.(V-8) the

power spectra, P(w), of $ (x) at a typical position. The

p(u) are calculated by the maximum entropy method which

enables us to estimate the power spectrum of time series with

high resolution. They are normalized by the peak value of

the power spectrum of <pi(x) at x=32. Fig. (V-8) show that

the power spectrum of ef>x (x=32) has a sharp peak at

w = 8.9 x 10 u which corresponds to the linear eigen-

frequency. The power spectra of <J>i(x) at x=26 and x=39

where shear stabilization occurs are broad and have low peaks.

For <j>2 (x) , the power spectra are broad and much lower than

those of (f>i(x). This indicates the n=2 mode is at noise

level at low frequencies. Fig.(V-7) and Fig.(V-8) show

that even though the instability is stabilized by magnetic

shear, there are unstable source regions around x=L_/2, where
5

the fluctuation of the drift wave occurs with a long correla-

tion time. It may be concluded that the reason for the anomaly

of the electron heat conductivity is the fluctuation of the

drift wave in the source region localized by magnetic shear.
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VI. Summary and Discussion

We have presented the nonlinear behavior of the electron

temperature gradient instability and the anomalous transport

processes associated with it using a two-and-a-half dimensional

electrostatic particle simulation code. Shear stabilization

of the instability was specially investigated. It was found

that the instability has the eigenfreguency and growth rate

that are expected from linear theory. As the instability

develops, 3f (x, v,,)/8x near vH = u/k approachs zero due to

quasilinear diffusion in the phase space. This causes the

instability to saturate. Peaking of the electron velocity

distribution was also seen. It was observed particle flux

toward the hot regions and charge separation produced by the

instability. These are different from the results discussed

in Ref.(13). The gua^ilinear diffusion of electrons should

be equal to that of ions if the quasineutral condition is

correct. This discrepancy show that the guasineutral condition

is broken as the instability develops. Recently, W.W. Lee

18)et al. observed charge separation in a 2-1/2 - dimensional

simulation of the universal instability.

The electron temperature gradient instability was found

to be easily stabilized by magnetic shear as expected from

the theory; however, it was found that the electron heat •

conductivity for the perpendicular temperature, x / is
S_i_

not reduced by magnetic shear and remained high, while the

electron heat conductivity for the parallel temeprature.
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X^ , was reduced to its classical value. It was shown that the

reason for this anomaly is the coherent fluctuation of the

drift wave localized by magnetic shear. Fig.(V-3) suggests

that E><B drift of the resonant particles causes the anomalous

heat transport.

There are two remaining problems associated with the

temperature gradient instabilities. One is the ion temperature

gradient instability which is not considered in this paper.

The ion temperature instability is barely stabilized by

magnetic shear, and hence can be important when the ion

temperature gradient is larger than the density gradient in

the neighbourhood of the walls. Another topic is the plasma

turbulence associated with these instabilities, which could

be studied by using a three-dimensional model.
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Figure Captions

Fig.(II-l) Dispersion cureves of low freauency (w<<Q.,fi.) is the

gyrofrequency) electrostatic waves in a plasma with density

gradients transverse to the magnetic field, v , v. are the

electron and ion thermal velocity and k is the wave number
z

along to the magnetic field, B* , to*̂  are the electron and

ion diamagnetic frequency due to density gradients. Curve (1)

shows the ion soud branch. Curve (2) shows the electron

sound branch.

Fig.(II-2) Dispersion map in the complex to-plane of the electron

temperature gradient instability (curves in Rew/io* >0) and

the ion temperature gradient instability (curves in Rew/<o* <0)

for several values Z.. T /T.=l, m./m =1840 and l/n=0.

Fig.(III-l) Sketch of the two-and a half dimensional bounded

plasma model. B (x)=B[cos6+(x-X )/L ], where 6 is the angle

between the y-direction and the uniform field, L is the

shear length, and X =L /2.
O X

Fig.(III-2) Initial temperature profile used in the computer

simulation. K =0.067, Jl=11.2 and X =L /2=32 are common for

electrons and ions.

Fig.(III-3) Linear dispersion relation of the electron temperature

gradient instability for m./m =25, T /T.=2, Q&/u e=3, p.=2.94-

The most unstable mode is k =TT/32 with w=0.62w*e and

Y=0.26u)*, for the simulation parameters.

Fig. (IV-1) Contours of the electrostatic potential, <f>(x, y) ,

at (3)0)^=840, (b) to t=2117, .(c) tn Qt=2520 and (d) u gt=2755.

Bold lines denote equipotential lines on which <J>>0 and fine
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lines denote equipotential lines on which <J><0. The potential

4>(x, y) is displayed over two periodicities in the y-direction.

The y-axis is shifted as y=y -v t to eliminate wave propaga-

gation in the y-direction, where v is the measured phase

velocity of the firft wave.

Fig.(IV-2) Ion flux ?i(x, y) at (a) w t=851, (b) ID t=2111,

(c) a> t=2531; (d) o> t=2741. ?(x, y) is calculated by the

nearest grid point method.

Fig.(IV-3) Temporal evolution of the potential b-ix) f ° r

(a) n=l, (b) n=2, and (c) n=0. For n=l, 2, absolute values

| <J> (x) | are illustrated.

Fig. (IV-4) (a) Growth of Fourier mode of the potential <j> (m,l) (m=l,2).

(b) Phase of the mode (m,n)=(l,l).

Fig.(IV-5) (a), (b) Time variation of the electron internal

energy profiles parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic

field. (c), (d) Time variation of the ion internal energy

profiles parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field.

All quantities are normalized by the initial energy distribution.

Fig.(IV-6) Time evolution of the deviation of (a) n T and

(b) n T x from the initial distribution.

Fig.(IV-7) Time evolution of the deviation of (a) n.TiM and

(b) n.T.± from the initial distribution.

Fig.(IV-8) Electron density profiles at typical times in the

simulation run. The deviation form the initial uniform

profile is illustrated.

Fig. (IV-9) Contour plots of f (x, v,,) at (a) initial time and

(b) w t=2741 after saturation of the instability. v,,=a>/k

indicates the regions of resonant interaction between

electrons and waves. -6 d is the angle between
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the projection of the lines of constant density and the

v-axis. -6t=tan"
1(ky/kz)/ne. vfce=(Te/me

Fig. (V-l) Temporal evolution of the potential <j>,(x) for

(a) L =1550 and (b) L =-1550.
s s

Fig. (V-2) (a), (b) Contour plots of the potential, <j>(x, Y) and

(c), (d) Ion flux ?i(x, y)at u t=2117 and u gt=2755 for

Lg=800.

Fig.(V-3) Time evolution of the devation of (a) (n T n) and

(b) (n T ) from initial profiles for L =800.

Fig.(V-4) Time evolution of the deviation of (a) (n.T.n) and

(b) (n.T.±) from initial profiles for L =800.

Fig.(V-5) Heat conductivities of (a) electrons and (b) ions

versus shear. Heat conductivities are normalized by the

Bohm diffusion coefficient D =1/16 T /m fi .
B e e e

Fig.(V-6) Dependence of heat conductivities on the sign of
shear length L . (a), (b) show electron heat conductivities

5

and (c), (d) ion heat conductivities.
Fig.(V-7) Fluctuation level v<|$ (x)|2> of the potential

for L =520, (a) n=l, (b) n=2. Time average are takens

520.8 to < t < 2704.8 w . High frequency components

(oi <v fig) are eliminated beforehand from the sample date by an

arithmetic average.

Fig.(V-8) Power spectra of the potential $ (x) for L =520
n s

at (a) x=26, (b) x=32 and (c) x=39. Solid lines denotes

n=l and dashed line n=2. Power spectra are normalized by

the peak value of the power spectrum of 4>, (x=32) .
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